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About CBEAR

The Center for Behavioral & Experimental Agri-Environmental Research (CBEAR) 
was established in 2014, funded through a competitive grant from the USDA 
Economic Research Service . CBEAR works with program administrators at the 
USDA and its partners to incorporate behavioral insights into program designs .

Why Behavioral Science? 
Insights from the behavioral sciences are revolutionizing the way in which 
government programs are designed and delivered, and we are bringing this 
revolution to agri-environmental programs . A “test, learn, adapt” strategy  helps 
programs be their best, and achieve greater levels of program participation and 
satisfaction, and improved environmental outcomes, all while reducing costs .

Our Mission

Applying behavioral insights and experimental designs 
to improve programs related to agriculture and the 
environment . 

Enhancing the evidence base
To create evidence based programs, 
CBEAR has been conducting 
framed field experiments and 
randomized controlled trials 
across the US . Zipcodes where 
CBEAR has generated evidence are 
highlighted in red on the map . 

www .centerbear .org
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CBEAR’s
Objectives
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Develop evidence to inform policy relevant to 
voluntary agri-environmental programs

CBEAR coordinates with program administrators, policy makers and other 
decision makers to incorporate behavioral insights and experimental 
designs into emerging and existing agri-environmental programs . By 
plugging directly into agri-environmental programs, CBEAR identifies 
how applications of behavioral science can be used to improve the 
programs of USDA and its partners .

Conduct behavioral economics research

To expand the evidence base for agri-environmental policy, CBEAR 
conducts lab and field experiments to test hypotheses from the 
behavioral sciences . These experiments include randomized 
controlled trials embedded within USDA and partner programs .

Expand and enhance the research base

CBEAR provides funding for behavioral research related to US agri-
environmental programs . CBEAR also trains young scholars in this 
emerging field .

Disseminate knowledge

To help design better agri-environmental programs, CBEAR packages 
the insights that it and other researchers develop and shares this 
information with program administrators, policy makers and the media . 

…all to make USDA programs perform better.
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The CBEAR TEAM

Colorado State University
Cornell University

Georgia State University
Johns Hopkins University

The Ohio State University
Tufts University

University of Chicago
University of Delaware

University of Rhode Island
University of Tennessee

University of Washington
Williams College

Paul Ferraro & Kent Messer
Co-Directors

pferraro@jhu.edu  |  messer@udel.edu

Mark Masters
Outreach Director

mmasters@centerbear.org

Maddi Valinksi
Program Administrator

mvalinski@centerbear.org

Nicholas Janusch
CBEAR Postdoc

Collin Weigel
CBEAR Postdoc

Co-Headquartered at:

CBEAR fellows from top research and land-grant institutions
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“[CBEAR is] helping us think outside the box, be creative, 
be innovative, but also help us better communicate what 
it is we do, to ultimately help us better incentivize good 

solutions on the land .”
Jason Weller

 Former Chief, NRCS, 2016 Winner
CBEAR Prize for Agri-Environmental Innovation

In his acceptance speech, May 17, 2016

CBEAR fellows from top research and land-grant institutions

Agri-Environmental Innovation

CBEAR offers an annual prize for agri-environmental innovation . The inaugural 
2016 prize was awarded to Former NRCS Chief Jason Weller . By promoting a 
culture of innovation and evidence-based decision making within NRCS, Weller 
helped meet the 21st Century challenges associated with fulfilling the agency’s 
mission of supporting conservation implementation .
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Improving NRCS’s Marketing to Farmers

In a meeting between CBEAR and USDA 
employees from different agencies*, people 
had conflicting opinions about what 
approach would work best in a new outreach 
program on soil health . The problem was 
a lack of evidence to support any of the 
opinions . To address this problem, the group 
decided to run a randomized controlled trial 
to test the competing opinions .

For example, some group members believed 
that the outreach program should offer 
farmers many options for engagement . 
Based on insights from the behavioral 
sciences, other group members warned that 
offering too many options could reduce 
the likelihood that farmers would take any 
action (so-called “choice overload”) .
To shed light on this issue, the group 
collaborated to run a randomized controlled 
trial with over 10,000 producers in the Great 
Lakes region . In the soil health outreach 
initiative, some farmers received an 
invitation only to visit a website and learn 
more, while others received an invitation 
to visit the website and an additional 
opportunity to participate in a webinar . 
The webinar required more of the producers’ 
time, but provided more information to them . 

In the end, few producers participated 
in the webinar . Worse, simply offering 
producers the opportunity to participate 
in the webinar reduced the likelihood that 
a producer would visit the website by 50% . 
In other words, by offering the additional 
opportunity to participate in a webinar, the 
outreach materials dramatically reduced 
the chances that a producer would learn 
anything about the program . 

The program learned that people can be 
overwhelmed by too many choices and 
subsequently fail to act on any of the 
options . In future efforts, the team would 
consider staggering the presentation of 
the options for engagement to make the 
outreach more effective .

*Including: the Office of the Chief Economist, Natural Resources Conservation Service, Farm Service Agency, and the Economic Research Service
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Increasing Voluntary Support for NACD

The National Association of Conservation Districts (NACD) is funded by voluntary contributions 
from its member Conservation Districts . These contributions are used to provide the districts with 
a unified, national voice, which increases the districts’ power . Despite these collective benefits, not 
every conservation district contributes the suggested annual contribution amount, and many do 
not contribute at all . So NACD came to CBEAR for help .

Drawing on insights from the behavioral sciences and evidence from the broad field of charitable 
giving, CBEAR and NACD are testing different outreach techniques . The goal is to encourage greater 
financial participation in NACD among the more than 3,000 conservation districts . Each year, 
different approaches are tested with randomized controlled designs embedded within NACD’s 
normal operations . The insights gained from the experiments are incorporated into the next year’s 
outreach activities .

“Working with CBEAR was an easy, low-cost way for NACD to 
improve our fundraising efforts in a way that we can replicate in the 
future . We’re excited to work with CBEAR so that  we can continue 

to improve the services provided to our member districts .”

Kimberly Uldricks
Director of Membership

National Association of Conservation Districts
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CBEAR has run AgVISE studes 
throughout the US, and 
continues to collect data 
and run additional AgVISE 
studies each year to develop 
the evidence base for agri-
environmental programs .

                 Ag-VISE : Landowners Name     Their Voluntary Cost Share 
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CBEAR created the AgVISE (Agricultural Values, Innovations and Stewardship 
Enhancement) project in 2014 as a place to testbed behavioral insights in the 
agricultural context . By creating a “name-your-own cost-share” auction, we have 
been able to improve environmental outcomes, like water quality and invasive 
species control . 

AgVISE has demonstrated that behavioral nudges can be extremely effective 
ways to encourage cost-effective conservation actions by landowners, while 
preserving farmers’ autonomy and control over their decision-making . Simple 
changes to the program environment, such as changing the default starting 
points for programs, can result in large efficiency gains for government 
programs . These gains help use taxpayer money more efficiently, achieving 
additional environmental benefits without changing any laws or program rules .

Interested in more than just agricultural producers’ behavior? We’ve created a 
spin-off, HomeVISE, which is a variation on the AgVISE project . HomeVISE looks at 
homeowner and renter behavior in a residential setting .

Application to agri-environmental policy

Results from past AgVISE studies have shown that by changing the default 
starting point of a cost-share program, the government’s share can be 
reduced by about 10% . Given the billions of dollars spent every year 
on   agri-environmental cost-share programs by USDA and its partners, a 
savings of 10% would save many tens of millions of dollars .

                 Ag-VISE : Landowners Name     Their Voluntary Cost Share 
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The proposed program innovation is popular, or increasingly popular.

Why? The evidence about program impacts would have    
broad applications to similar contexts and programs . 

Program managers can control access to the program innovation. 

Why? Program managers can clearly separate eligible land    
units or land users into treatment (the new program     
features) and control (status quo program features) groups . 

Enough land units or people 
(typically more than 30) can 
receive the new program 
innovation.

Why? Larger samples 
permit sufficient statistical 
power to detect a policy-
relevant impact, should 
one exist .

1

2

3

Call for Collaborations

CBEAR welcomes the opportunity to collaborate with federal, regional, and state 
administrators of agri-environmental programs . We have found the following 
conditions are favorable with regards to the application of the “test, learn, 
adapt” strategy:
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The End Result?
Evidence based program designs that achieve greater levels 
of voluntary participation, satisfaction with the programs, 
and improved environmental outcomes…all while 
reducing program costs and increasing program efficiency .

Factors that affect access to the program are well understood 
(for instance, how farmers receive information about program 
enrollment).

Why? CBEAR can help program administrators inject     
experimental variation into the implementation of the new    
program designs . 

Final outcomes, or important intermediate outcomes, can be 
observed. These outcomes should be relatively independent across 
farms or producers. 

Why? These observable outcomes will allow us to measure    
policy-relevant impacts .

Opportunities exist to go beyond the question, “does it work?”

Why? The best project designs can answer, “In which     
circumstances do changes work best?” and “Which policy    
levers maximize effects?”

4

5

6
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Contact Us!
Co-Directors
Kent Messer

messer@udel .edu

 Paul Ferraro
 pferraro@jhu .edu

Outreach Director 
Mark Masters

 mmasters@centerbear .org

Program Administrator
Maddi Valinski

 mvalinski@centerbear .org

General information
info@centerbear .org 

Learn More

Check out our Behavioral Insights Brief series online. 

www.centerbear.org/behavioral-insights/

www .centerbear .org
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 For more information about the Center for Behavioral & Experimental 

Agri-Environmental Research, go to: www.centerbear.org


